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A-Level Photography

Elliot Erwitt “ Photography is simply the
function of noticing things.”

Martin Parr “I think the ordinary is a very
under-exploited aspect of our lives because
it is so familiar.”

Videos to watch:
YouTube
Making a Camera Obscura -The Genius of Photography- BBC Four
Everybody Street - Full Movie
Entering New Worlds Through Photography
Vivian Maier, Photographer
Imagine | The Colourful Mr Eggleston
Henri Cartier Bresson – Life and work and other videos on The school of Photography
Black and White from the Masters of Photography
Picture Perfect: James Mollison
Picture Perfect: Chloe Dewe Mathews

Websites to check out:
https://www.studentartguide.com/articles/creative-photography-ideas
British Journal of Photography – The latest photography news ...www.bjp-online.com
https://petapixel.com/
Photography | TIME time.com/photography
The Photographers Gallery https://thephotographersgallery.org.uk/
Magnum Photos • News, Arts & Culture, and Photography https://www.magnumphotos.com
www. thephotoargus.com
Follow photographers on Instagram

Task 1:
Photographs are grouped into styles called genre. The most
common are: Portrait, Landscape, Street, Commercial/Fashion,
Fine Art and Still life.
Create moodboards for three of these that your find inspiring.
For as many images as possible choose the work of established
photographers. This means you should be able to find information about their life and work. You should also include images
by contemporary photographers that you find on Instagram
and Pintrest.
Create your moodboards on a digital platform, PowerPoint,
Keynote, Google slides etc.
Example of Street Photography Moodboard

Task 2: Shoot your own photograph for each genre that you have researched.
1: Look back at your moodboard for each genre.
2: Choose a photograph with a style and subject that you can respond to.
3: Shoot at least 10 images for you photogaphic concept .
4: Carefully look through these and select your favourite image.
5: Using any software on your computer or phone edit the image to create your
final shot for each genre.
6: Create your own gallery of your images, at least one from each genre. Add
this your Photography Headstart PowerPoint/Keynote/Google slides.
Share your gallery with us: richarday@richuish.ac.uk

Here is a glossary of subject specific terms

What to look for and talk about in a photograhic image.
Genre/type - Documentary? Portrait? Still life? Landscape? Fashion? Fine art?
Minimal?
Leading lines - Where is your eye led through the image?
Geometry - What geometric shapes are made by positive and negative shapes?
Rule of thirds - Can the image be segmented vertically, horizontally, or both?
Scale - How large is the image? How is scale suggested in the image?
Cropping - Either through the lens or post production/editing.
Editing - Any clear enhancement?
Depth of field - Use of background, foreground, middle ground.
Focus - Which areas of the image are in focus and why?
Focal Points - How has the photographer highlighted the subject.
Grain/Noise - How clean or crisp is the image?
Tonal values (colour or monochrome) - What is the range of light to dark?
Use of colour - What is the palette used in the image?
Saturation - Intensity of colours. natural,faded, artifical (oversaturated).
Use of light - Natural? Artificial? Harsh? Soft? Subdued? Coloured?
Sense of narative - Does the image suggest a story?
Social commentary - Is the image trying to make a point?
Context - Is the time or place that ther image was taken significant.

Task 3: How to write interestingly about photographs. Select your
favourite image form the genres you have researched.
1: Describe the image in these two sections OBJECTIVE (descriptive fact)
· Name of photographer
· Title of photo/date
· Format (eg shape, monochrome?)
· Editing and cropping?
· Lighting – natural or artificial? Both?

Vivien Meier

· Tonal values
· Composition – geometry etc, rule of thirds
· Framing – any frames within the photo’s edges?
SUBJECTIVE (opinions and feelings)
· Where is your eye led in the composition? Any leading lines?
· Point of view – where are we as a viewer?
· Do you feel any empathy towards the subject of the photo?

· How does framing and composition affect our understanding/empathy?
· Any symbolic elements? (things which suggest other meanings)
· Any narrative thread to the image – does it suggest a story?

Eg: ‘When I look at ----------- by -------------- (19??) I am drawn to the central
figure of the child in the street playing with a ball. I think ---------- has
deliberately cropped his/her original image to emphasise this figure and to
generate a feeling of isolation as the child seems lost in her own world while
the rest of the composition is filled with activity…………… ‘
Add these to your Headstart Powerpoint!

Visit: petapixel.com/2016/09/14/20-composition-techniques-will-improve-photos/
Read their guide to how understanding composition can take your photography to
the next level!
Task 4: Composition Challenge:
Shoot an image for each of the
following.
1: Rule of thirds.
2: Symmetry
3: Leading Lines
4: Negative Space
5: Framing (Frame within a frame)
6: Colour Combinations
7: Perspective
8: Minimal
Create your own gallery of your images, at least one
from each technique. Add this your Photography
Headstart PowerPoint/Keynote

Share your gallery with us:
richarday@richuish.ac.uk

Task 5: EXPERIMENTING WITH YOUR LENS. DIY PHOTO FILTERS
Place translucent objects in fornt of your camera lens and shoot through this surface
recording the distortions.
1. Cling film
2. A glass
3. Water on glass.
4..Bubble wrap
5. A plastic wrapper that you can crease. Try coloured plastic from quality street etc!
6. place a relective surface parralel to the bottom of your camera lense.
7. Point a torch at the lens while shooting.

Task 6: Record a narrative on your phone.

1. Plan the shoot using the grid below. Decide on a brief story to tell or activity to
record. Sketch a rough idea for each shot that tells the narrative.
2. Shoot several images for each of the shot ideas in your plan.
3. Select the best images for each shot and arrange like a cartoon narrative.
4. Add this set of narrative images to your Headstart PowerPoint
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Your task:

1.Shoot a set of images that contain each of these colours (or as similar as possible!). At least 1
image per colour. Include an image that is predominantly WHITE in your collection.
2.Compose each image so that the relevent colour is a significant part of the image.
3.Organise your images into a sequance similar to A SECTION OF the college branding below.

Extension Task:

1. Crop your photographs to a narrow, tall rectangle with the area of colour as the dominant shape
or area of the image.
2. Each image can be of a varied width to allow different objects and subjects to be recognisable
3. Arrange your bands in the colour order shown in the college branding below. You can select
different sections of the same image or repeat images to make up the set of stripes. This should be
done digitally using Photoshop or any of the desktop apps on your computer, such as
PowerPoint or Keynote.

Bring your collection of images and any edited
versions with you to the first lesson. These
should be digital, on an SD card or memory
stick/pen drive. You will be using these images
in the first few lessons.
The extension task should be completed by ALL students who will be
studying 2 visual arts subjects, Art, Graphics, Photography.

ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES TO TRY
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S�ll life with a narra�ve: Students
will choose 3 object and shoot a classic black
and white image in the studio. Students will
shoot 35mm ﬁlm photographs alongside
digital images. Technical skills: Exposure
se�ngs, tripods, studio ligh�ng. 35 mm ﬁlm
developing and darkroom techniques
Photoshop adjustment layers.

Crea�ve composi�on: Students
will visit a loca�on and develop their
composi�on skills, such as framing, leading
lines and symmetry. Camera skills will focus
on depth of ﬁeld and manual
focusing.Essen�al Photoshop skills. Digital
image management skills.

The message:Students will choose an
issue relevant to contemporary society, plan
and shoot photographs to be used as a
public image, conveying a strong visual
message. Technical skills: Studio ligh�ng for
portraits. Camera controls for drama�c use
of light and shadow.

Colour:Students will learn about colour
theory and how this is used by
photographers across a range of genres. You
will then choose a genre, landscape,
portrait, commercial, s�ll life, to explore
with a focus on the rela�onship between
colours.Technical skills: Use of RAW images.
Crea�ng digital colour pale�es. Controlling
and developing colour in Photoshop.

Year 1 A Level PHOTOGRAPHY
Skills and Concepts Road Map

Capturing movement: Athletes and
ligh�ng. In the studio students will capture
ﬂee�ng moments in �me and blurred ﬁgures
with contolled ligh�ng.Camera skills:
Shu�er/exposure se�ngs/priority and use
of studio ﬂash/ligh�ng.

People and places: Students will
choose a loca�on that they know well, scout
the loca�on to choose a vantage point. Over
several visits you will record the people and
their interac�ons with the chosen
loca�on.Camera skills: Managing exposure
and depth of ﬁeld on loca�on.

Photographs as contemporary art:

Students will plan photoshoots inspired by
music. From these images will be digitally
montaged into short piece of conceptual
ﬁlm. Advanced Photoshop skills will be
developed through this process.

Year 1 INTERNAL formally assessed

project: Students will choose from a range
of themes and over aperiod of 8 weeks
develop a completely personal project.
Working to your strengths you will choose
the style of photography and develop a
deep understanding of this. You will produce
a large scale ﬁnal piece for exhibi�on.

Students will use an element of
par�cular interest from their
formally assessed project as the
sta�ng point for their Year 2
coursework unit. You will be able
to crea�vely explore your new
ideas towards the end of Year 1.

